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Ten powerful days to destroy unhealthy habits and establish new ones in a supportive and vibrant community! READ MORE Your health is exactly where you want it to be? What if you know the tools to bring your health back? That's why I'm so excited to have found the revolution of healthy living and the tools it provides
for 10-day jumps and general nutrition guidance. Healthy was ONCE SIMPLE! It wasn't the last superfood or the new diet craze. Sano was fresh vegetables from grandma's garden. The children played outside until it was dark. You drank water directly from a tube. We had power all day and 70% of us weren't on
medication. Sano was a lifestyle we lived and we can again. This healthy living revolution means taking back our health, the health of our families, the health of our schools, the health of our country. Toxic chemicalsYepart of why we need to #takehealthyback is not something we can easily control. In our world today we
are exposed to toxic chemicals that put our health at risk. Many of the health challenges and diseases we are facing can be linked to these toxins. Silent Spring researchers found that BPA and other toxins could be significantly reduced after just 3 days by eating whole foods! Fruits and vegetables are powerful not only
because they detoxify us but because they contain ANTIOXIDANTS. Antioxidants reduce oxidative stress that causes aging and disease. They also contain thousands of phytonutrients - plant nutrients! These phytonutrients prevent cancer and other diseases. The second image shows a list of 400 ingredients in an
apple, but scientists believe there are probably 10,000 or more ingredients yet to be discovered. All these ingredients create synergy, which means they work together to prevent disease. An isolated or multivitamin supplement has perhaps 20 ingredients. We need ALL those thousands of ingredients in fruits and
vegetables every day. WE HAVE NO VITAMIN DEFICIENCY, WE HAVE A SHORTAGE OF FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. I enjoyed learning this!!!! And not only do we eat less fruit and vegetables, but the mass products that many of us find in the grocery store are packing less nutritional punch than just 2 generations
ago. According to Tim Lang, professor at the Centre for Food Policy in London, you should eat 8 oranges to get the same amount of vitamin A that your grandparents received from a single orange. And you should EAT FIVE to get the same level of iron. the answer! Can you imagine FLOODING YOUR BODY with 45
whole foods a day? We found a to do that. It's called Juice Plus+! Juice Plus+ is 30 raw and ripe fruits, vegetables and berries in capsules or chewable. It's juicy made easy! Juice Plus+ Complete is a mix of smoothies powder that can be mixed with vegetable milk or even water. It is low in fat, low in sugars, low gluten-
free, vegan and 100% NON-GMO plants. It has 13 grams of protein, 8 grams of fiber and wonderful ingredients. And the JP Complete is delicious! CleaningThis image shows us why counting calories and even exercising without proper nutrition can do more harm than good. Look at the top. When dieting and exercise
without proper nutrition, it causes stress to the body. Fatty burning but toxins are exposed that have no way out of your system because there is no good nutrition to help purify toxins while loseing that fat. This will make you feel worse because it creates a bounce effect. In an effort to self-protect, your body will increase
fat production to protect your vital organs. You can understand why diet is a vicious circle! Now, look at the bottom. FLOODING YOUR BODY with fruits and vegetables every day will help the liver convert these toxins into something that can be carried out by the body. Blood sugarDid do you know that willpower is a
function of blood sugar? Think of a time when you skipped a meal or were too busy to forget about eating. We have all those days, right? And then you want to eat anything on the site  that's why. Will power is a function of blood sugar. Normally our blood sugar will fluctuate after each meal when we eat one without
crispy raw vegetables which is represented by the blue chart below. Crackers, bread, soda, box cereals, soup, baked goods, alcohol, desserts and candies; all of these will suddenly raise our blood sugar and then there's a drastic dip that follows. Or we can skip a meal and our blood sugar drops and then we don't have
self-control. This also happens the first thing in the morning when we wake up on an empty stomach and although we may not be hungry, our blood sugar is very low and we are convinced that we need caffeine to wake up. JP+ Complete Shakes is a fantastic solution to this problem! The fiber content creates a low
blood load, which means that sugar slowly enters the blood ... Like what happens when you munch on fiber-rich broccoli. It stabilizes blood sugar and makes it easier to avoid bad habits and eating addictions that we achieve when our blood sugar drops. Many people who start on the JP also complete note that they want
more good food and less junk. It's literally WILLPOWER liquid Shred10A great way to start your health and implement the concepts just covered is the Shred10 program! Shred10's free guide includes expert questions and answers, Shred10-friendly recipes and options for meal planning, nutritional smoothie recipes,
and more! Shred10 is not a fashion diet, it's a leap up your whole life. The last way to be part of the revolution of healthy living is to be part of our healthy living community. Our hope is that your experience in our community will be full of positive commitment, encouragement and Healthy Living Community
Offerings:Facebook inspiration to keep your healthy lifestyle fresh, fun and challenging. Join here today - Fueling Healthy FamiliesA a free cookbook that you can download! Children's programLive Events, which will be in person and online to reach everyone, no matter where they are. Continuous training by a variety of
healthcare and fitness professionals. If you give you $2.38 to buy products at the grocery store, how much do you think you can buy? Maybe an organic orange and an apple? That's what I love about Juice Plus+! Starting at just $1.67 per day, you can get the nutrition of 20 different fruits and vegetables! Next
stepsReady to Shred10? cleanseHealthy Living CommunityHealthy Living RevolutionShred10 Who wants to eat healthy? Who wants to make healthy food decisions? We do. We do. Sometimes, though, we need a little help. Sometimes, we need someone to guide us to consciously make those healthy choices on our
own. And you know what, that's okay. We weren't meant to do it alone. There's no me on the team yet. BackerNation, we're back with Tracey Chapman of Healthy Living Revolution (HLR). We talked to this wellness expert about her personal journey through grief and how HLR gave her the motivation to change the path
of her story. And our story wouldn't be complete without Chapman's guidance on how we can start our health just like she did and keep doing. Here, we will discuss HLR's Shred 10 program and how it might be able to benefit someone with chronic back pain. Are you ready? That's his story. Q: Hi Tracey. To get there
right away, what exactly is the Shred 10 program? A: The Shred10 program is a fun, effective and health-improving jump. For 10 days you will destroy the food and habits you do not need and focus on clean life and inondo your body with an entire food diet. The 10-day jumpstart is the beginning of a 4-month education



period and healthy changes that will revolutionize your health for years to come. We like to say, You can do anything for 10 days. Q: How does the program work? A: The goal of Shred10 is to purify your body so that the more vegetables you eat, the better your results will be. You want to start by replacing some of your
go-to recipes with new plant-based recipes. And hopefully you'll have so much fun that you'll enjoy incorporating them into your long-term lifestyle and becoming a shrealer for life. Because diet is not a quick fix, it is a lifestyle. Q: What can our readers do at home (yes you!) to make better choices every day? A: It's
balance and portion control. Don't let anyone tell you that food is your enemy. Food should be something you can't wait for: we need it to live, after all. One of the fundamental scientific teachings of food that intrigues me the most is that we should not limit our eating. For example, you tell a teenager not to date that bad
guy, chances are you're pushing her into her arms a lot more. The same can be said for food. The moment we consciously deny ourselves a food group, we will most likely crave it. I love pizza. I'm not going to stop eating pizza, but I'm going to change the way I eat it. Who says pizza must have bread. There are
countless recipes for cauliflower or focaccia pizza that you can prepare with organically healthy ingredients. I'm also not completely gluten-free and dairy-free, but I'm working to decrease it because they're typically inflammatory foods. These are smart choices, which is why the Shred 10 program can be useful to keep
you on track. One thing that's really hard for me is not eating at night. For some reason, when 9.m. hits the clock, all my good work wise food for the day, seems to come out the window in my mind. I start wanting everything: thinking, I can't go to bed without eating. We should give the intestine a 12-hour break with three
of those hours before bedtime. I snacked all the way to bed. You actually think better and feel better if you don't. Now, you don't want to go to bed hungry, so try choosing healthier lighter options like fortified cereals, almonds, kiwi or peanut butter (on wholegrain bread)Q: You mentioned such a valuable concept - portion
control. Expanding further, how does portion control affect our ability to stay healthy? A: If you look at America, we're overweight. When we don't eat the foods that our bodies are designed to process, we can be full of calories but our brain sensors are not satisfied because they don't recognize these unnatural chemicals.
So, our brain tells us we're still hungry, so we keep eating. Portion sizes have tripled over the years. I like a good root beer from time to time, but pop-wise, I remember ordering a little one, as I retrieved it from the cashier, I say aloud, Is it a small? It was legitimate huge. I couldn't believe it. We are the superdimensional
and big gulp company, which exacerbates the fact that we are overweight in general. More than 2 in 3 adults are considered overweight or obese in the United States: Healthy Living has a cookbook: Can you share a meal for someone with back pain to do who is trying to reduce inflammation? A: Absolutely. This
resource is actually free for anyone with an email address. Here you will find our recipe ebook and another cooking guide, both full of fantastic recipes. One of my favorites is an easy three-bean vegetarian chilli. All spices miracles for your digestion. In addition, the ingredients have powerful anti-inflammatory and anti-
carcinogenic properties. I like it after a double day of training. In addition, it tastes even better the next day. If you're new to plant-based eating, you'll find plenty of useful tips on to plan, prepare and even how to mix and match options with some similar ingredients. Our goal was to keep it simple and give you a lot of
variety at the same time. Homemade Three Beans Vegetarian Chilli Crockpot RecipeIngredients:1 medium onion1 red pepper1 yellow or orange pepper1/2 cup chopped carrots2 (15 ounces) cans black beans2 (15 ounces) cans red green beans2 (15 ounces) cans pinto beans2 (1 5 ounces) cans tomato sauce2 (15
ounces) cans petite diced tomatoes1 cup frozen corn4 tsp chilli powder2 teaspoon cumin1 teaspoon saltYe: small jar of jalapeño peppers sliced in slices of gastronomy (drenato), sour cream, chivesDire:Chop the onion, peppers, and carrots. Rinse and drain the beans. Put all the ingredients in crockpot and cook low for
over 6 hours or high for over 4 hours. Add salt and pepper to taste. Add more chilli powder, jalapeño peppers if you like heat, as well as other optional ingredients. Photo courtesy: Do you have other noteworthy products that our Backers might be able to benefit from? A: Yes. Don't hesitate to review our online website to
check everything we have to offer. Something fun that I always recommend to a city slicker who wants local produce, is tower garden, which is a way to grow your products in a comfortable and small space. Q: How can we, as a society, work to break the statistics you mentioned? A: If you eat foods that your body
recognizes, it takes much less to be full. So, you will really see that you can still lose weight with fatty products. And I'm not saying go out and eat every single fatty food out there – just be aware and remember that it's portion control and picking up the right foods, which is again where Juice Plus helps me because it cuts
my mind in half. I know what I'm getting and I know I'm feeding my body properly. For a while, it was low-calorie, so no tendency to fat: diets get down and fade. But whole food will never change. It's such a simple concept but a huge paradigm shift. That's why people participate in the Shred 10 program: it's about taking
10 days to pass the body from these bad habits to establish better ones. You can really do anything in 10 days. Updated: June 4, 2019 2019
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